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Abstract
A coarticulation model, namely ‘carrier model’, has been
proposed previously by Dang et al. to improve the performance 
of a physiological articulatory model based speech synthesizer.
The carrier model offers a good framework to account for
coarticulation in the planning stage, while its parameters need to 
be refined for improving the performance of the model.  This
study is to refine the parameters of the carrier model and
estimate typical phonetic targets by minimizing the differences 
between model simulations and observations. A simulation 
based optimization framework is proposed for this purpose. The 
framework consists of two layers: obtaining planned targets in a 
low layer; estimating phonetic targets and optimizing the 
parameters in a high layer. A direct search method was applied 
to the low layer due to the non-analytic nature of the 
articulation model, while the high layer adopts bilevel 
optimization strategy to decompose the complicated problem
into a set of subproblems. A general evaluation was conducted 
by combining the refined carrier model and the learned phonetic
targets together using the physiological articulatory model and
the average error between observations and simulations was
0.15 cm over 103 VCV combinations on the jaw, tongue tip and
tongue dorsum. 
Index Terms: speech production, coarticulation, optimization

1. Introduction
Coarticulation is a longstanding issue, which brings naturalness 
to speech sounds, since it is necessary to be taken into account
for high-quality synthetic speech sound. Dang et al. proposed a 
computable model for coarticulation, named “carrier model”
[1,2], based on two well-known models; the “perturbation
model” [3] and the “look-ahead model” [4]. The former mainly
focused on the principal-subordinate relation between vowels 
and consonants, while the latter paid particular attention to time
order and anticipation. The carrier model takes advantages of
those two models so as to provide a good framework to account 
for coarticulation in the planning stage. The initial parameters of 
the carrier model came from electromagnetic midsagittal
articulographic (EMMA) data by means of statistical method
[2]. There, however, is no guarantee that those parameters 
reached the optimal values. The typical phonetic targets of 
phonemes in the phonetic planning level need to be identified
based on observations.

In order to refine the parameters we implemented the
carrier model in a physiological articulatory model to construct 
an optimization framework based on the simulation method. To 
reduce the complexity and computational cost of the simulation
procedure, we divided the optimization procedure into two
parts: a high layer and a low layer. Different optimization
strategies are adopted in the different layers according to their 
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n properties. 

2. Optimization framework
st, we briefly describe the idea and concept of the carrier
del. During speech production, two types of coarticulations 
 be identified: carryover and look-ahead. The carrier model 
inly focuses on look-ahead coarticulation in the planning 
ge while the carryover is supposed to be realized by the 
siological properties. Articulatory movement for speech can 

considered consisting of a principal (vocalic) component and 
ordinate (consonantal) component. Thus, a given utterance 
 be separated into two phoneme streams as shown in (1), 
ere i and j are the indices of the consonants and vowels
pectively.

C1 ...... Ci ...... Cm

V1( ) V2 ....Vj Vj+1 ....Vn-1 Vn( )ee

                          (1)
Based on this process, the planned targets are obtained by

lying the carrier model to the typical phonetic targets, which
supposed to be constant for each phoneme in the phonetic 

nning level. The planned targets are used to drive the
siological articulatory model to produce articulatory
vements and speech sound.

If we have a physiological articulatory model that can
del human mechanism at the physiological and kinematical 
els, the objective of the above processing arrived at how to
ain the typical phonetic targets and how to refine the
ameters of the carrier model. Actually, the observed
iculatory data reflect both the effects of carryover
rticulation caused by physiological properties of the

iculators, and the look-ahead coarticulation in the high level.
propose a physiological articulatory model based 

imization by analogizing speech production processing in 
ans and in simulation, which is shown in Fig. 1. The left 

el of the figure shows the speech production procedure of 
ans, where the planned target is generated from typical

netic targets based on the look-ahead mechanism in the 
nning stage, and the planned targets are applied to drive the
iculators to produce speech movements and then speech
nd. The right part of the figure shows the proposed 
ulation framework which has every counterpart
responding to the human speech production procedure. 

In this simulation based optimization framework, the 
putation cost is mainly due to the computation of the
siological articulatory model. If simulation based 
imization is carried out according to a flowchart step by step,
cessing is time consuming. To reduce complexities of the 
ulation, we divided it into a low layer and a high layer. The 
 layer mainly focuses on the physiological process, in which 

nned targets drive a physiological articulatory model to
duce articulatory movements. In contrast, the high layer
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mainly focuses on optimizing the coefficients of the carrier
model and learning typical phonetic targets by minimizing the 
distance of the output of the carrier model and the planned
targets obtained from the lower layer. This two-layer simulation
framework is of great benefit in the reduction of computation 
cost.

Figure 1  Comparison of speech production processes of human
and in the simulations

3. Optimization in the low layer 

3.1. Strategy of optimization used in the low layer
The optimization in the low layer from the articulatory
movements to planned targets is shown in Fig. 1. The difference
between observations and model simulations can be considered 
to be caused by the planned targets if the model can perform the
identical functions as humans. Since it was proved that the 
physiological articulatory model realizes human articulation 
very well [5], we can say that “true” planned targets can be 
obtained if the differences between the simulations and 
observations are reduced. Therefore, the planned targets can be 
obtained by minimizing the distance between simulated
articulatory movements and observed articulatory movements.

Since the physiological articulatory model is constructed
by the finite element method, there is no analytic formula to
directly describe the relation between the planned targets and
the simulation outputs. According to the nature of the problem,
a mesh adaptive direct search algorithm (MADS) is adopted to
serve as the optimizer, which is designed to adapt to derivative 
free optimization problems [7]. In contrast to traditional
optimization methods using the gradient or higher derivatives to 
search an optimal point, the direct search algorithm searches an 
area around the current optimal point, looking for any point 
whose objective value is lower than that of the current point. 

3.2. Formulation of objective function in low layer
The purpose of this layer is to obtain the planned targets by
minimizing the distance between observed articulatory
movements and the simulated articulatory movements. 

                               (2) 
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where and denote the planned target of preceding vowel

and central consonant respectively in VCV tokens, which are
six dimensional vectors including x and y dimensions of the 
jaw, tongue tip and tongue dorsum. and are the observed

movements obtained from EMMA data, while 
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correspond to simulated movements of vowels and 

sonants respectively.
cs

M

4. Optimization in the high layer 

. The carrier model 
e basis of the carrier model is an assumption that articulatory
vement for speech consists of a principal (vocalic)
ponent and subordinate (consonantal) component. As 

strated in (1), the planned target of consonant Ci is affected 
a “tug-of-war” of the adjacent vocalic targets, while the
alic target is also affected by adjacent consonants. Two steps
 employed in constructing the planned target. The first step is
construct a virtual target Gi in the position of Ci as shown in 
.

1 1( )/( )

1)
i

                                      (3)
ere i and j are the same as in (1), and  are the weighting 
fficients concerned with the tug-of-war in the look-ahead 
cess. d is the degree of articulatory constraint (DAC)[6] of

el V
jv

j. The second step is to construct a planned consonantal
getC according to the phonetic target C'

i i and virtual target Gi

ording to formula (4).
' ( ) /(

ii c i i cC r C G r

)
j

C d V d d

''
ij CV

                                                 (4)
ere is the coefficient of articulatory resistance for the

cial  feature of C
icr

i.
The effects of consonants on vowels are taken into account 

 the look-ahead mechanism in (5).
V d                                        (5)

' '( ) /(
i j ij c i v j c v

ere i and j are the same as in (1),  and d is the DAC of 

sonant C
ic

i. Finally, the planned target sequence is obtained 
the summation sets of the principal and subordinate
ponents of{{ [2].}}{}

. Strategy of optimization in the high layer

.1. Objective function
jective function of this part is to measure the difference 
ween the learned planned target and the one calculated based
the phonetic target and the carrier model.  The parameters of 
carrier model and the “true” phonetic target are learned by

nimizing the objective function. Here, Ci” and Vj” denote the 
nned targets of consonants and vowels respectively, which 
re obtained from the low layer. Ci’ and Vj ’  are the output of 
 carrier model. The errors for vowels and consonants are
ined by (6) and (7) respectively.

                                             (6) K

1j

2''
j

'
j

'
kvcj )V()Cd,d,(V
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VF

                                             (7)K

Cf 2''
i

'
ijvci )C()V,d,r,(C
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Then the objective function can be depicted as follows:

)1(min
icjicijv r,V,,C,d

fF
d

                                            (8)

ere and are the weighting coefficients of the F(.)
. When this objective function is applied to the tongue

,
(.)f
0.8, since the tongue tip is the crucial feature of apical



consonants, while 8.0 is adopted in the tongue dorsum, 
because the dorsum is the crucial feature for vowels. K is the 
number of VCV combinations. 
4.2.2. Bilevel optimization
From the idea of the carrier model, we can see that the planning 
procedure of vowels and consonants can be considered as a tug-
of-war condition, the positions and features of vowels and 
consonants affect each other. In light of this effect, bilevel 
optimization method was adopted in the high layer, which is 
suitable for this kind of problem.

The bilevel programming problem (BLPP) is an
optimization problem stemming from the Stackelberg game. In
a Stackelberg game, the leader knows that the follower will
respond to any decision he makes, but the leader can not control
the follower’s responses [8]. At each level the decision makers
can optimize its variables for reaching their objective, but may
be partially affected by variables controlled by others. BLPP is 
often used in decomposition procedures [8]. In the objective 
function (8), the first part focuses on optimizing the objectives
of vowels and the second part on the objective of consonants,
and each part affects the opposite part by shared variables. In
our case, the formulation of (6) and (7) can be described as a
Stackelberg game. So we can decompose this problem into 2
subproblems based on the bilevel method shown in (9). 

The MADS optimization method serves as the optimizer at 
both levels. Because we can not guarantee that the follower 
level is in a convex region, the traditional bilevel optimizer can 
not work well. The vectors are dealt with in the 

leader level, while the vectors
ir d  are treated in the 

follower level.

 and
ijV dc
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where C’ and dvj solve         (9b)
)(min

1,r,C ici

K
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        (9c) 
iij ccv r,d,d0

 The initial values of are in the rational region as 

decided by the physiological articulatory model empirically.
ji VC and

5. Experiments and simulations

5.1. Observation data
In this numerical experiment, the NTT EMMA observations
were employed [9]. 103 VCV combinations were extracted from
the EMMA data, they consist of five Japanese vowels 
/a/,/i/,/u/,/e/,/o/ and six consonants /d/,/n/,/r/,/s/,/t/,/w/ which 
were used in the learning process. Each phoneme is represented 
by a vector of the positions of the jaw, tongue tip and tongue
dorsum.

5.2. Experiments in the low layer
In the low layer we obtained planned targets for VCV 
combinations consisting of five Japanese vowels and six
consonants by means of the optimization method. For each
token, 90 iterations were carried out in the optimization. The
convergence curve of the optimization is shown in Figure 2. 
One can see that the optimization error is reduced as the 
iteration times increases.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the jaw, tongue tip and tongue 
sum distribution of simulated results using learned planned 

gets through a physiological articulatory model. One can see 
that the articulators’
movements of simulations
and observations have almost 
identical distributions. The
average error between them
is 0.065 cm. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of 6 
consonants in the low layer.
Most of the planned targets
for the consonants with 
closure are over the hard 
palate. Figure 4 shows that

 planned targets of vowels for tongue tip have a movement
dency towards the following consonants.

gure 2 Convergence curve
 low layer

ure 3 Distribution of observed and simulated articulatory
vements of 6 consonants in the low layer. The circles denote 
 simulations while stars show the observed data. The VCV
ens are the learned planned targets. 

ure 4 Distribution of observed and simulated articulatory
vements of 5 vowels in the low layer. The symbols represent 
 same meaning as used in Figure 3.



5.3. Experiments in the high layer
The bilevel decomposition
optimization method was used 
in the high layer, in which the 
loop includes leader and 
follower levels.  The loop was
run 10 times, each time the
MADS ran 100 iterations for
leader and follower levels,
respectively.  Figure 5 shows 
the averaged error over x-
dimension and y-dimension of 

the tongue tip and dorsum in the high layer. The optimization 
error curve becomes flat when the iterations are over 2000 times.
The unsmooth features in the convergence curve are caused by
switching levels in the bilevel method. The averaged error was
0.176 cm between the planned targets learned in the low layer
and ones calculated by the optimized carrier model using the 
learned phonetic targets. 

5.4. Evaluation by simulation
The distributions of simulations from the phonetic targets 
obtained by the carrier model and the physiological articulatory
model are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, where the observations were 
plotted using different symbols for comparison. The average 
error between the simulations and observations was 0.15cm. 
One can see that the phonetic targets for the apical consonants
with a closure such as /d/, /t/, /n/, and /r/ were beyond the hard
palate, while fricative /s/ and semivowel /w/ were located inside 
the vocal tract. This implies that the phonetic targets should be 
virtual one beyond the hard palate to form closure with the 
apex.

Figure 6 Distribution of observed and simulated articulatory
movements of 6 consonants through whole framework. The 
circles denote the simulations, stars show the observations. Each 
black phoneme is a typical phonetic target. 

6. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a simulation-based optimization 
framework for obtaining the typical phonetic targets in the 
phonetic planning stage, and for refining the parameters of the 
carrier model simultaneously. The distributions of simulated 
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iculatory movements are consistent with the EMMA-based
ervations with an average error of 0.15 cm. The learned 
ical phonetic targets of the apical consonants with closure
wed the overshot properties beyond the hard palate, which is
sistent with the hypothesis that such consonants usually have 

tual targets [10,11]. These results indicated that the learning
thod is effective and that the learned parameters are reliable. 

ure 7 Distribution of observed and simulated articulatory
vements of 5 vowels. The symbols represent the same
aning as used in Figure 6.
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